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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

April 6 through April 8, 2022, the University of Chicago’s Institute of Politics and The Atlantic

magazine cohosted a conference titled “Disinformation and the Erosion of Democracy.”

The three-day event explored “the organized spread of disinformation and strategies to respond to

it.” Speakers included former President Barack Obama, columnist Jonah Goldberg, Marxist history

expert Anne Elizabeth Applebaum and CNN anchor Brian Stelter, just to name a few.

But, as noted by Fox News anchor Tucker Carlson (video above), what they didn’t count on was the

fact that not everyone has been brainwashed into oblivion. Some college students still have mental

faculties operating at full speed. During one Q & A session, UC freshman Christopher Phillips, a

writer for the University of Chicago’s paper, the Chicago Thinker,  asked the following question:

“You’ve all spoken extensively about Fox News being a purveyor of disinformation, but CNN

is right up there with them. They pushed the Russian collusion hoax, they pushed the

Jussie Smollett hoax, they smeared Justice Kavanagh as a rapist, and they also smeared

Nick Sandman as a white supremacist.

And yes, they dismissed the Hunter Biden laptop as pure Russian disinformation. The

mistakes of the mainstream media, and CNN in particular, seem to magically all go in one

direction. Are we expected to believe that this is all just some sort of random coincidence,

or is there something else behind it?”

CNN — An Unrepentant Chronic Offender

Stelter responded, “I think you’re describing a different channel than the one that I watch. But I

understand that that is a popular right-wing narrative about CNN.” So, [rst, he rejected the premise

of the question in the [rst place, and then he discredited Phillips for asking the question.

April 8, 2022, Phillips appeared on Carlson’s show to discuss what prompted him to confront these

self-proclaimed experts on disinformation. He pointed out that the conference was [lled with

legacy media personalities who have spent their entire careers spreading disinformation, and now

they’re supposed to teach us about and protect us from disinformation?

Phillips said that while he didn’t expect Stelter to “hand over the keys” to CNN and admit they’re

corrupt, he was hoping he’d admit that mistakes had been made and corrections had been issued.

Alas, none of that happened. There was no remorse. No apology. No retractions.

Instead, Stelter gave a rambling non-answer defense that made little sense to anyone, basically

proving CNN has no intention to live up to journalistic standards and expectations. Applebaum’s

response to a question about the Hunter Biden laptop was perhaps even worse (below).

All Warfare Is Based on Deception

At this point, it should be clear to everyone that we are at war, albeit undeclared, and as noted by

Sun Tzu in “The Art of War,” all warfare is based on deception. This is why we’re constantly being

bombarded with the idea that truth tellers are lying, and that liars are telling the truth.

We’re living in an inverted reality, where up is down and left is right. Deception is the hallmark of the

day, and the reason we’re bombarded with deception is because this is an information war. Instead

of [ring missiles at our heads, the attackers are [ring missives into our brains.

But the end goal is the same as in any other war. The attacker always attacks with the intent of

gaining something, and in this case, the technocratic transhumanist cabal hell-bent on world

domination is intent on us surrendering to their ambitions.

Biden Administration’s Ministry of Truth

In late April 2022, we discovered that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) had quietly,

behind the scenes, created a Disinformation Governance Board.  The backlash was immediate.

The Orwellian connotations were just so blatant, few were able to dismiss them.

The woman chosen to lead this Ministry of Truth was Nina Jankowicz,  a “Russian disinformation

expert” best known for tweeting out now well-recognized lies and singing made-up show tunes

about disinformation and erotic Harry Potter songs  on TikTok.

In one instance, she claimed the Hunter Biden laptop story was “a Trump campaign product,”  even

though there’s not a shred of evidence to back up that claim. In another, she brushed it off as a

“fairytale,”  even though there’s plenty of evidence con[rming its authenticity.

Jankowicz has also publicly opposed the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, saying free

speech is bad for “marginalized communities.” Yet in the next breath, she insisted that “protecting

free speech, privacy, civil rights and civil liberties” would be “a HUGE focus” of the new

disinformation board.

How can you protect free speech and simultaneously combat it? It doesn’t make sense, but then

again, it’s not intended to make sense. People are more suggestible when confused, and

irreconcilable double-speak is de[nitely confusing.

‘Anti-Disinformation Expert’ = Propagandist

Independent journalist Glen Greenwald highlighted Jankowicz’s obvious lack of real credentials in a

May 4, 2022, Substack article, noting that:

“The concept of ‘anti-disinformation expert’ is itself completely fraudulent. This is not a

real expertise but rather a concocted title bestowed on propagandists to make them appear

more scholarly and apolitical than they are ...

There is no conceivable circumstance in which a domestic law enforcement agency like

DHS should be claiming the power to decree truth and falsity ... The purpose of Homeland

Security agents is to propagandize and deceive, not enlighten and inform.

The level of historical ignorance and stupidity required to believe that U.S. Security State

operatives are earnestly devoted to exposing and decreeing truth is off the charts … That

nobody should want the U.S. Government let alone Homeland Security arrogating unto

itself the power to declare truth and falsity seems self-evident.”

Ministry of Truth Hits a Roadblock

Fortunately, the public mockery turned out to be too great to bear, so the Ministry of Truth has, for

the time being, been put on hold,  and Jankowicz has resigned. According to a DHS

spokesperson:

“The Board’s purpose has been grossly and intentionally mischaracterized: it was never

about censorship or policing speech in any manner ... As its executive director, Nina

Jankowicz was subjected to unjustiUed and vile personal attacks and physical threats ...”

Threats against Jankowicz aside, the Board’s purpose was hardly mischaracterized, and clearly

about censorship and policing speech on behalf of the government, in clear violation of the

Constitution. The very title of the board clearly informs us that it was about the governance of

disinformation.

“Governance” is de[ned as “the act or process of governing or overseeing the control and direction

of something.” Synonyms include “authority, jurisdiction, regime” and “rule.”  So, “Disinformation

Governance” clearly means the board was intended to have the jurisdiction to rule over information

deemed to be false.

Jankowicz has even asserted that “trustworthy, veri[ed people,” such as herself, should have the

authority to edit other people’s tweets and social media posts!  “Veri[ed people can essentially

start to edit Twitter the same sort of way that Wikipedia is, so they can add context to certain

tweets,” she said. How is that not censorship? How is that not policing speech?

DeOne ‘Governance’

Properly de[ning words and using them correctly have never been more important, because in

many respects, the very sanity of our society hinges on it. Every day, it seems, the enemy is trying to

rede[ne or muddle the de[nition of words that have very clear and speci[c meanings, because

without clear de[nitions, we cannot have a rational conversation, and without rational conversation,

they win.

A 1981 quote widely attributed to former CIA director William Casey that seems well worth

reiterating here was, “We’ll know our disinformation program is complete when everything the

American public believes is false.”

While some doubt Casey ever said this, Barbara Honegger, who at the time was the assistant to the

chief domestic policy adviser to President Ronald Reagan, has publicly con[rmed she was present

when he said it. According to Honegger, Reagan asked Casey what his goal was as director of the

CIA, and that was his reply.

While the CIA, in 1981, was neck deep in a plot to overthrow the government in Libya, that same

year, an investigative reporter named Jack Anderson also revealed the CIA was waging a

disinformation war against the American public. According to Anderson, Casey argued for the

government’s “right to mislead the public by planting phony stories in the press.” But as Thomas

Jefferson noted, “the people’s right to know is more important than the ogcials’ right to govern.”

Casey was supposedly a patriot who saw lying as a means to gain the public’s support for political,

economic and military measures. One could argue that little harm was done to the American public

in the process, aside from breeding ignorance about geopolitical truths. The lies we’re being fed

today, however, are in some cases a threat to life, and they’re most de[nitely a direct threat to

liberty.

Liberal Obsession With Disinformation Is BackOring

In a May 20, 2022 Intelligencer article, Sam Adler-Bell notes:

“According to [Washington Post’s Taylor] Lorenz and her sources ... Jankowicz was taken

down ‘by the very forces she dedicated her career to combating’ ... In other words, the

Disinformation Governance Board was undone by a ‘textbook disinformation campaign.’

This version of the story is richly ironic and tragic ... [F]rom another perspective, the right’s

campaign against the Disinformation Board resembled any other successful advocacy

effort to halt a government initiative ...

I don’t see how a fully operational Disinformation Governance Board could have prevented

this outcome — except via the very means conservatives (mistakenly?) feared it would

possess.

If, as Lorenz is careful to note, ‘neither the board nor Jankowicz had any power or ability to

declare what is true or false, or compel Internet providers, social media platforms or public

schools to take action against certain types of speech,’ then how would it have prevented

right-wingers from tweeting terrible, dishonest things about Jankowicz? ...

[T]he other pernicious problem with liberals’ Uxation on ‘disinformation’ is that it allows

them to lie to themselves. Trump’s ascendance in 2016 posed a painful psychic challenge

to liberal elites.

It suggested the possibility that many millions of Americans were motivated by deep,

venomous dissatisfactions with the world they had helped create, that our cultural

disagreements were profound, not superUcial, and that our perspectives were practically

irreconcilable inversions of each other ...

‘Disinformation’ was the liberal Establishment’s traumatic reaction to the psychic wound of

2016. It provided an answer that evaded the question altogether, protecting them from the

agony of self-redection ...

Like other pathological reactions to trauma, the disinformation neurosis tended to re-create

the conditions that produced the aeiction in the Urst place.”

Bell goes on to discuss the University of Chicago’s Disinformation and the Erosion of Democracy

conference, noting that “gathering the leading lights of liberalism to an auditorium at the University

of Chicago — so that they together can decide which information is true and safe to be consumed

by the rabble outside — strikes me as a hollow exercise in self-soothing, more likely to aggravate

the symptoms of our legitimacy crisis (distrust and cynicism) than resolve any of its impasses.”

Indeed, Stelter’s response to Phillips’ question about CNN’s disinformation record does nothing to

improve trust in the mainstream media. What’s more, I believe most people instinctively sense that

there’s something really [shy about the mis- and disinformation mania. As noted by Joseph

Bernstein in his September 2021 article,  “Bad News: Selling the Story of Disinformation”:

“A quick scan of the institutions that publish most frequently and induentially about

disinformation: Harvard University, the New York Times, Stanford University, MIT, NBC, the

Atlantic Council, the Council on Foreign Relations, etc.

That the most prestigious liberal institutions of the pre-digital age are the most invested in

Ughting disinformation reveals a lot about what they stand to lose, or hope to regain ...

However well-intentioned these professionals are, they don’t have special access to the

fabric of reality.”

I think that explains why people instinctively don’t trust those who resort to screaming about

“disinformation” at every turn. Universally, people understand that no one person, and certainly no

government agency, has unfettered “special access to the fabric of reality,” as Bernstein puts it.

The Privatization of Censorship

Government ogcials realize that while they long for total information control, censorship is a bad

look. This, I believe, is why the Biden administration pulled the plug on the Ministry of Truth. It

wasn’t that the Disinformation Governance Board was being mischaracterized and unjustly

opposed.

It was that too many people understood that the board was about unconstitutional government-

sanctioned censorship. That widespread understanding has brought bad PR on top of already

record-low popularity. That doesn’t mean the censorship effort won’t continue, however. So far,

they’ve been exceptionally effective at outsourcing the censorship to private companies. Taking

direct ownership of it with a government-run board was simply too big a step at this time.

So, without doubt, we can expect Facebook, Twitter and the rest to continue censoring on

government’s behalf, until or unless the U.S. judicial branch proves it’s not entirely corrupt and does

something about it. For the time being, we may have to look to other venues for that kind of justice.

Fact Checker on the Run

According to independent journalist Paul Thacker,  Emmanuel Vincent, president of Science

Feedback, a Facebook fact checking service, has been ordered to appear in court to answer for it’s

deceptive fact check claims, and is now on the run.

In one so-called “fact check,” Science Feedback slapped a misinformation label on an essay by

Johns Hopkins physician-researcher Marty Makary, in which he predicted that COVID-19 herd

immunity was imminent. As noted by Thacker:

“Here’s the thing, you don’t need a Ph.D. in epidemiology to understand that when experts

analyze studies and make predictions they might be wrong. Duh. Predictions are opinions,

not facts.

And while there’s nothing wrong with Science Feedback posting a contrary prediction,

labeling their own opinion a ‘fact’ just proves they fail at logic.

This inability to grasp the difference between opinion and fact has made Science Feedback

the butt of online scorn, but what landed Vincent in a police station and sent him deeing
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the butt of online scorn, but what landed Vincent in a police station and sent him deeing

from justice ... is colluding with Facebook and the federal government to deny people their

First Amendment rights.

All while pretending to be an ‘independent fact check’ ... [T]he charge alone has sent

Vincent running from address to address, all over Paris.”

Vincent apparently has been served multiple times, but has refused to sign for any of the

documents, claiming it’s really a company called SciVerify, a Science Feedback subsidiary, that

works in partnership with Facebook, not Science Feedback itself. What is he hiding from?

In short, he’s desperately trying to “avoid public accountability before a judicial system that is not

(yet) rigged by Facebook,” Thacker writes. We now know Facebook and its outsourced fact

checkers are colluding behind the scenes to censor on behalf of the government,  and that is

blatantly unlawful.

The Erosion of Democracy Is Real

Getting back to where we started, with the University of Chicago disinformation conference, one of

the biggest revelations from it was that the mainstream media is so beholden to Washington

Democrats, they’re incapable of reporting the news.

The Atlantic editor-in-chief even accused Phillips and other student reporters who asked probing

questions of waging a “disinformation campaign” at the conference!  That’s how vulnerable they

are, and how one-note their defense. They really have no defense when faced with truth, so they yell

“Disinformation!” As reported by American Thinker:

“It is important to understand that when liberals use words such as bias, partisanship,

disinformation, distortions, and spin, they are exclusively directed at right-leaning media.

Prominent members of conservative media such as Sean Hannity and Tucker Carlson and

the late Rush Limbaugh have adjectives such as ‘right-wing’ ... preUxed to their names.

They are even called propagandists. However, the likes of Rachel Maddow and Anderson

Cooper are called journalists; no adjectives are applied.

Fox News will be called a right-wing news network, whereas MSNBC or CNN is merely

called a news outlet. For anybody who wishes to study liberal echo chambers, the

Disinformation Conference is the ideal forum.

There was not even a pretense to conceal biases ... The views expressed are not similar,

but identical. Their sanctimony has caused such levels of delusions that they think of

themselves as the sole custodians of facts, truths, and taste ...

The forum and the utterances from Stelter and Applebaum prove what conservatives have

known for a long [time]: the mainstream media are the propaganda wing of the Democrat

party.

There are adept wordsmiths and disinformation strategists within the Democrat leadership

who provides the media with buzzwords and talking points for the day which they

meticulously follow. This explains why they have identical views and use identical words ...

The Disinformation Conference demonstrates that there never will be any course correction

simply because the propagandists do not think they have erred in any way. This truly is an

erosion of democracy.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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About
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by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,539 ratings

ORDER NOW
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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A) I found it beyond embarrassing, even humiliating to have a cross-eyed, dagger-eyed, singing Mary Poppins lecturing the public in

her most heated way... about any topic at all, let alone about censorship or "misinformation". Her out-of-control sense of

self-righteousness and purpose, proved her utter stupidity and constitutional ignorance. Deeming herself right, was when she was

precisely the most wrong, making a mockery of herself and her mission, beyond merely foolish. With the Dept of Homeland "Security"

putting itself into the position of free speech and free thought police, it is Embarrassing to be an American nowadays!

Once upon a time, I was proud to be an American. B) We pay our taxes for the upholding, protecting and defending of the US

Constitution, for which many soldiers have allegedly died...and all of them, in vain. America is supposed to be a model of democracy

and freedom, on an international scale. Do our politicians and journalists have NO Shame at all?

If we want OUR America back, I think it is time to [re about 92% of our politicians (that's a conservative [gure, politely stated) and

replace them all with Law Abiding Americans! We need campaign [nance reform, this is the basis of our problem, bought off

politicians had to be corrupt from the get-go, since no ethical person would even allow themselves to be bought off in the [rst place!

C) As for the media, we need to confront them openly. Tell them they are causing serious trouble.

Let them know we will not stand for it, that many are defecting to online news as Real news, and that we will not pay one cent for their

work. Let them know speci[c examples of where their mission is back[ring. It is time to hold their feet to the [re. Consider mass

lawsuits. Take our power back where we have abandoned it. Listen to no inner voice which says our mission will fail. Instead, hold the

boundaries clearly and solidly, and stand [rm! Certain things are not okay. We the People have ethic and spine!
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juststeve
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Well said. If we were to make a list of all the Politicians actions and what they have passed, endorsed, blocked, but left out the

name or whether they were "Red or Blue" and then people would vote as to whether they endorsed policy maker xyz or abc's

passing or blocking such, & than release who they were and what party they supposedly represent after the [rst polling, people

would be poored as to who is actually doing what.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed. For too long people didn’t think, believe, voting had consequences. Well, it does. Volunteer at a voting place, take time

to read what the candidate of your choice truly believes. Corner them. i have and let me tell you I have changed my candidate

more than a couple of times in the past. Primaries have consequences too!!!!
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It would probably help if we made those positions more of a 'we the people volunteering because of a deep loyalty and passion

to our country - not because it pays so well you can nap through sessions hungover and have social security for life afterwards.

 Isn't it handy to write your own ticket if you work for the gov't?  TAX TAX TAX - and keep the poor poor.  Keep sending good

vibes to Dr. Reiner Fuellmich - who is being targeted heavily right now. As soon as they start throwing around 'conspiracy

theorist' - that triggers the folks under mass psychosis to dismiss him, even though he is the one [ghting for TRUTH - and he is

the one who found it is illegal for the gov't to step in and mandate what they've done. I put my full weight behind that man.
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Randyfast
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I (partially) watched one video of that Freak of Nature. Once was too many times! Why anyone would pay any attention at all to

her, is beyond my comprehension.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 7:55:42 AM
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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"A newspaper is a device for making the ignorant more ignorant and the crazy crazier.” H.L. Mencken

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 9:49:53 AM
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM
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Bravo and very, very well said Mirandola. Your spirit and backbone are exactly what we need; and evidences exactly why we are,

in fact, winning. I personally believe that the attempted "Ministry of Truth" is a very, very good sign. It means we are winning the

narrative war; that we are a threat; that we are winning over minds one by one. And we will prevail because once you are awake,

you stay awake; because being awake is asymmetrical to sleeping:

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?r=110..  Stay strong!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 10:06:35 AM
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Dordee
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Amen! Time to put our money to work! Do not buy their products. Hurt their pocket and you hurt them! They have no shame,

morals, love of fellow man, just me, myself and I. You cannot shame someone who has no sense of truth, morals. Give them the

same hell they have been giving us!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 10:40:52 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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We don't need any sort of ministry to tell us what to think or how to think regardless of the message.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 11:29:05 AM
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mirandola
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Thank you all! Wonderful people, and wonderful comments! I am so grateful for the wisdom and smarts, and good hearts in this

community!

Just Steve well said! I am right on the same page with you: It is not about red or blue. Instead, what i suggest, always, is that

Americans (and people of all countries) check their Congressional voting record, read the text of bills, and then vote

accordingly. But more about voting, below, I will comment further.

Nothinsound thank you for your bravery and proactive spirit!

It would be very interesting to hear what the response was as you confronted powers that be. I have myself, invoked the law (not

confronted them per se) and found that various powers that be, have come around after I did so. This is the honest truth. If they

laugh, if they sneer, they don't belong in their position, and are only proving it. That too, should be exposed to open air and fresh

sunshine.Accept no BS!

Lovestosing oh yes, that canned speech, "Conspiracy theory". Hahahah! Please let us circulate this message: That wherever

there is a canned speech, it is obviously coached. And that being the case, then there is clearly an agenda afoot. It may be that

someone has something to hide! Or it may be that those pointing the [ngers, are as usual projecting their own shadow with

crystalline clear accuracy!!! I am stunned by how accurate the shadow projections often are. It is time to turn the tables around!

Randyfast i felt just exactly the same way. I was grossed out and appalled.

Har1272 that's a wonderful quote, I hadn't heard that one before, thank you for submitting this!

Katzenjammer thank you for your wonderful positivity, you are helping to uplift and empower people with hope. Wherever there

is hope, there is proactivity, and you are making a difference! Gratitude.

Dordee your wisdom and feisty spirit are wonderful, keep it up and you will inspire others! Yay!

Almond thank you, you are right.You said it better than I. Thx!
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Dear forum members and Dr Mercola, regarding voting, although I mentioned it (I believe voting fraud can only go so far in order

to avoid being suspicious), the sad truth is that it has been rigged for multiples of decades. This article is a doozy, and a very

important read. ratical.org/.../BHoCEFiA.html  I would suggest that, in the [nal analysis, after reading this article, it all comes

down to coming unhooked from technology...once again. The author of the article, an authority on election fraud, says that

Canada historically has hand counted their paper ballots within four hours, with very few mistakes. Hanging chads? That only

helps track the evidence.

With computerized elections and satellite technology at work (see the article), all can vanish without a single trace. Hand

counted paper ballots may be the only reliable way to go, so long as safeguards are in place to assure no tossing out ballots and

other forms of cheating. Anybody interested in further reading and a hair raising true story, see the book Votescam: The

Stealing of America. A big doozy and there is a reason why it was initially listed as out of print, when it was not!

**Nothingsound** Yes! Thank you! As you said, volunteering at the polls and being election watchdog is very important! Thank

you all for caring.
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mirandola, what a perfect description of today! Couldn't have been better said. Oh, and term limits should be absolute. We can't

allow politicians to rule long enough to be made into puppets by bribes.
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It's very interesting, but scares the cr@p out of me to watch the disintegration of facts and logic akin to the Nazi propaganda

machine that created the "good little German ". That misinformation machine almost destroyed the planet. Now we have neo-***

following like lapdogs for the next attempted coup by the new American BigLie cult. Under your very noses, BigLie technocrat

oligarch billionaires are funneling millions to try to install BigLie lapdog senators using billion dollar Cambridge Analytical, etal,

misinformation. And you're stopping the facts at your ears and obeying the BigLie billionaire machine ... just like good little

Chinese. Wake up. We think you protest a bit too much against checking the facts...
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch  My advice to all. Stop focussing the spotlight on the evil, scary play.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I went to the link and I thoroughly concur. Starve out the negative and feed the good.
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Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly. The truth is, the more we focus on the negativity the more we are drawn into the mass psychosis, which is now

full-blown. We need to stay grounded in reality. And focus on building our communities.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to be positive, negative thoughts can make you depressed, give up. Like all the ads and drs, saying to seniors you are

old, give up, sit and vegetate. I refuse to be that old lady crying I cannot get up. If we fall, do everything in our power to get back

up and keep going. They told me I was going to die in 3 months back in 2000. I listened to Dr. Mercola, ate organic, had prayer

and am still here.
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John844
Joined On 6/5/2022 2:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Matthew 23:13-39 Ignoring the realities of these people and the agenda they promote does nothing to protect our communities

and our children from the corruption and befoulment that lies in wait. Positivity doctrine is nothing but a trick to isolate and

disarm people telling the truth.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a lie that the CDC put out yesterday afternoon: www.msn.com/en-us/travel/news/cdc-raises-monkeypox-alert-to-level-2-re..

 The CDC raised the threat of Monkey Pox to a level-2. Walenski is telling you to "WEAR A MASK" to help prevent catching and

spreading monkey pox. I'm sure everyone on this forum understands that Monkey Pox is spread by bodily puid exchange as in open

wounds, sex, etc. Like AIDS, it is mostly spreading around the homosexual community. The virus doesn't spread through the air via

vapors. Therefore a mask will do absolutely nothing except increase your risk of catching some other respiratory infection (which is

what they want). So either this woman is the biggest idiot to ever hold the position of CDC Director or she thinks everyone else is.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't believe we're talking about Monkey Pox. Fauci must be drooling.
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moxa1man
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:57:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a bit worried that monkeypox may have been weaponized to become infectious thru respiratory droplets. I wouldn't put

anything past the globalist pharma criminals to foist yet another man made virus upon the world. The evil these people create

knows no bounds.  Yes I'm probably wrong on this but to all of you the best defense and treatment against any virus is the

Universal Antidote sometimes called MMS or CDS both of which refer to activated chlorine dioxide.  God bless all of you and Dr.

Mercola for speaking Truth to power and evil.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci looks like a monkey
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jim; the M.O. doesn't change much. Yesterday, the local online paper 'reported' the [rst case of monkeypox in BC. From what

I've seen with the covid hoax; 2 or 3 cases (calculated with the bogus PCR test, of course) constitutes an "outbreak" (according

to their deranged thinking). I was trying to [gure out if they would go with monkeypox or H5N1...they have mRNA shots for both!

Apparently; they're going with their monkeyshines! Of course, there's nothing to prevent them from announcing that H5N1 is

spreading - at the same time. They want us all to be TERRIFIED of the invisible "threat". I refuse! This has gone way beyond

insane! People can say whatever they want concerning this FAKE PANDEMIC - I, and billions of other people are STILL NOT

SICK...some global pandemic! A "pandemic of fear" - I totally agree with.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Should our next t shirt read BEWARE OF THE MONKEY BUSINESS or BEWARE OF THE MONKEY SHINES?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Loves2sing, I think Fauci and the CDC are diverting. There is probably a connection between the monkey pox and the mRNA

jabs that they are trying to cover up.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moxa, I wouldn't put it past them, but I think we are OK this time. It seems legit. I have not followed it closely, but one I know

someone that has and I trust them. There was supposedly a big Gay-Pride-Like party in Europe a few months ago where a lot of

nasty things took place and supposedly that's where the [rst know case developed. I agree, it is too coincidental. Fauci started

his career studying infectious diseases like aid. Then that led to coronaviruses. It's all too coincidental.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, they don't have to worry about me catching or spreading the monkey shine! They will probably offer the jab for it. I read

somewhere that it is close enough to measles that the measles vaccine will work. In other words, it's a bunch of BS! Supposedly,

if you get it you just deal with it for about 2 to 3 weeks and that's it. It goes away. Isn't it too coincidental that all of these new

viral outbreaks that are emerging we already have vaccines for?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy - hard to play the game when you critters know the con in advance!  I predict those who are wearing masks to avoid

monkeys will get the m/RNA jab for it. Just sayin'
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Fauci looks like a monkey." Oh thank you, Tallulah! I needed that laugh today!!
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I'm sure everyone on this forum understands that Monkey Pox is spread by bodily puid exchange as in open wounds, sex, etc.

Like AIDS, it is mostly spreading around the homosexual community." So why mostly spread around the homosexual

community? When heterosexuals have sex, isn't bodily puids also exchanged?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those who have not worn masks during the covid mess are proof that they do not work. At 81, being considered "at risk", I have

not even had a cold. A few of my friends have caught it, but were over it fast. My ex friend says we were just lucky. She worships

the media, says all they say is gospel truth. Her family has all been jabbed. She texted me telling me to not call or text her

anymore because I critized Saint Gates.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jim, the jabs can cause shingles-like marks which is not unlike the monkey pox signs.
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@tallulah3 - you "Fauci looks like a monkey" and with that, you've kindly led me on to the next thought in my head: "he looks like

the pox".
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh yes, it really comes down to Monkey *Business* doesn't it!

nypost.com/2022/01/22/lab-monkey-on-the-loose-after-truck-crash-in-pen..  People have short memories, don't they? But the

good news is that many are catching on, the dramas are so back to back.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Doree I have been TRYING to catch the Bologna virus since Day 1. I have done everything short of licking shopping cart handles.

I speci[cally require unsanitized carts. When the attendant asks why, I inform them I am strengthening my immune system. Cue

the puzzled, clueless facial expression.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About the only thing the Predator$ machine has left is the narrative & they are losing that. They have pulled out every trick in the book,

told one lie after another so now they are like the man running down a steep hill and his legs can't keep up. The new lies, misdirection

can't get out ahead of the old lies crumbling down. America has been under attack for decades. Core industries became international

monopolies who have no allegiance to any country let alone America. So, the WEF Globalist interest have poured dark money &

inpuence directing destructive policies from the inside of America, having control over what is promoted as a two-party system,

consistently changing laws to undermine the Constitution and pushing all of the world into the Parasitic Predator$ dream of a

worldwide authoritative dictatorship.

The truth about the Ministry of Truth is it hasn't gone away, it's slide back to it's former informal position working through Legacy

Media & what not. To create a formal ogcial department is most likely just on the back burner until if and when they can get away with

it. Icing on the cake, for Jankowicz to cite Wikipedia as a model should strike fear into anyone who has been paying attention.

Wikipedia lost its credibility years ago exactly because of a behavior the Parasitic Predator$ wanted Jankowicz to expand.
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

only idiots seek to disturb the lives of others
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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There are two types of people in this world. Those that want to be left alone and those that won't leave anyone alone.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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"Lilitu, so true. Thank you!
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM
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First of all, Brian "Humpty Dumpty" Stelter is just one of the idiots at CNN who wouldn't know the truth if it were looking him in the

face. I don't believe him or any CNN so-called journalist. They lied about Trump and they are the propaganda arm of the Democrat

party. I do believe when the Democrat party goes down they will also because they are joined at the hip.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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I stopped reading, listening to mainstream media a long time ago. All they do is lie, make people depressed, fearful. I don't need

their propaganda, lies. I do need to stay alive, healthy and happy.
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The last time I watched the TV news was in the 70s. The only things I have missed was indoctrination, lies, misery, fear,

brainwashing and subjecting myself to a fraudulent reality.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 11:33:28 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank goodness for Rumble, Brighteon, Dr. Mercola, The Highwire, and other platforms for telling the truth. Everybody else in my world

is censored.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 5:40:28 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True. Knowledge is power.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 6:42:56 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m totally on board with you mtb1939, and so are probably most of Dr. Mercola’s readers. I do appreciate the links to other

information shared here in the “comments” section. I have learned a lot!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 7:51:53 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, how I wish my husband would stop listening to conservative talk radio. It is just depressing. Don't get me wrong I am not a

lib, but listening to the constant rant gets depressing at times. As silent Cal once said, "If you see 10 troubles coming down the

road, you can be assured that 9 will run into the ditch before they get there."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 5:06:47 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Biden Administration’s Ministry of Truth" ... idiotism beyond and above

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 4:28:33 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One thing I learned a long time ago, is to be very careful exactly whose "history" books you're reading. It's quite clear, after reading

some of the comments here, that there are a couple of people who need to take a course in critical thinking. In fact, the very [rst

slaves imported to this country, were white. They arrived many years before any African slaves did. Also, one of the biggest

slaveholders in this country, was black. I believe he was from Louisiana. Additionally, black Africans themselves, were slave traders

responsible for loading up the ships with their brethren. Please, before you share any more history, take that course in critical thinking.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 12:19:18 PM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you fromsea. This is something I wanted to post all day but didn't want to be a post hog.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 2:46:52 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whatever title they come up with for their next Ministry of Truth, we must vehemently counteract. Ridicule worked well this time. Their

plan was so blatantly 1984 that it was a laughingstock. That forced them to retreat. Their next move should be more subtle with a

kinder, gentler title and version to slip it by the public. We must ridicule, set off more alarm bells and oppose even more.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 8:30:08 AM
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't worry, ex DHS chief Chertoff will return to [ll the breach...to maintain the empire's neocon narrative and death-grip on our

government..yes they have in[ltrated both parties, both major "religions," all media and provoked recent wars/biowars.  You can

research PNAC/neocons and watch them regularly on major networks...Qui bono? DIY since I won't touch that 3rd rail of entrenched

political correctness.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 8:24:04 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nina Jankowicz is a goofball. Should have been called ministry of lies and deception

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 8:10:03 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And tell the truth?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 11:01:22 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, that title should be reserved for Dr. Rochelle Walensky at the CDC, don't ya think? Rochelle blurted out at some meeting in

January 2022, "Oh, no one even mentioned waning!" - like hell! That tidbit was all over the P[zer (now released) documents, and

early reports from Israel...they think we are all silly, stupid, not paying attention?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 11:45:48 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch  Some young people in China are moving beyond "laying pat" and escalating to "bai lan" ("Let it rot"). I do not

support indiscriminate nihilism, but there might be a gem in this movement if we recognize the govt "services" we would be better off

without. It means we must do more for ourselves and assume individual responsibility. This requires reducing your debt and spending

less. It also means you will not need to earn as much if you have skills and resource-based assets that can be marketed for cash or

barter. Perhaps I could better describe it as I am willing to help my good neighbor and he also helps me instead of calling it a cash

transaction if no money changes hands.

(Gotta keep this legal, folks!) The goal is to quit funding at least certain branches of govt so they can no longer justify their budgets

and the number of employees on the payroll. Meanwhile, we must build alternative services and an alternative society. If we study

history, we observe how Hungary broke away from communist control. While they were forced to leave the communist hierarchy in

place, they built alternatives until people were buying from independent markets and not state stores, for example. I recall a friend

living behind the iron curtain asking me to send melon seed because his mother had a small patch of land he could farm to raise

melons which were much in demand--it enabled him to earn money beyond his meager salary.

We must do what we can to allow the oppressive systems to wither and die. When you say it is too hard or you cannot do many things,

stop and think. Those who came before you prob did that much and more without the modern tools and conveniences you can take for

granted nowadays. There are also lots of materials that can be recycled... whether food, construction materials, organic wastes,

clothing or home schooling materials. Seek mentors and educate yourself. Online, libraries, organizations, elders.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Those who came before us have done much more. Those who came before them did much more than them. We have

progressively become weaker and lazier with each generation as we crave conveniences in every way imaginable.
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belkat
Joined On 6/5/2022 11:47:01 PM
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Well said as always, Almond. We cannot 'vote our way out' of this mess. Coming from a family of politicians, I can tell you

almost anyone that leans in that direction will be doing so because they love power and money. They're never in it 'for the

people.' I'm sure you've read The Power of the Powerless? I'm re-reading it now and [nding it very relevant to our current times.
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I did not read all your post, but I do believe in what you are saying. I got sick of being blocked by F@@@ b@@k for selling my

farm fresh, free range eggs. So my daughter came up with a brilliant idea! Water glassing to preserve eggs. My hens lay in

spring summer and fall then they stop laying all winter (we live in northern U.S.) So we are trying this out. Learning something

new to be more off the gr*d and being more self sugcient. Believe me, I have been obsessed with growing anything I can. This

is fun! seriously.
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Lee and all... I think I got my [rst thoughts of self-reliance when I was about 6 years old. I lived "in the city" of a small town of

less than 1000 people with a single gravel road. The larger area would later grow in size to a quarter million people and may be

even more than that by now. Although it was the time of the post war housing boom, we still had a small woods behind our

house leading down to a creek. I recall being scolded for disappearing into the woods and causing my parents concern. One

"naughty" thing I would do is swing Tarzan-like from the ancient dangling wild grapevines that hung down from the old-growth

oak trees, which I was told could fall down on my head and kill me.

Very "unladylike"! There was a tiny shed built in the woods. The sweetest gooseberries I had ever eaten, probably the remains of

an old farmstead. And a wild cherry tree where I still have the scar from where I injured myself climbing it. There was a small

cave hollowed out along the creek, washed out by water over millenia. We would catch hundreds of crawdaddies at a time in

that creek and I was terri[ed of snakes since I was too young to tell the difference between those that might only bite you and

those that were poisonous. I recall some snakes that were 8-10' long. I was esp afraid of those as people said they would crawl

under your car and attach themselves to it.

However, I never encountered them near home and was never afraid in the woods directly behind my house. (We had never

heard of child molesters in our area and I could prob have run thru the dense underbrush like a rabbit if I had ever noticed

another person in the woods. I was also quite stealthy and observant--I had many escape routes for avoiding the adults who

came looking for me.) Even back then, I thought of how wonderful it would be to live in the center of a forest. If only the cave

had been larger and higher. I would try to think about what the necessities were that a person would need to survive.
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Lee- have you provided your hens with at least 14 hours of light in the winter? That always kept them laying all year for me.
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The arrogance of these people , claiming to have God-like authority and knowledge of what is “truth”, what is right, what is correct, and

frighteningly, even what is allowed! The nerve! It astonishes me that some people go along with this. Yes, there is nonsense,

exaggeration and even downright lies online and on social media. But to be so offended by this, and so lacking in critical thinking

ability that you would abrogate the right to make those discernments and decisions for yourself is confounding.
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One must be one of the pock, don't stand out for fear of being devoured. Cookie cutter people, houses, cars. Have to keep up

with the Jones.
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Following Bill Gates practice, the big players now realize they have to "own" MSM as P[zer does it. Their game has become so

obvious, that large number of podcasts has been created which live from donations. Younger people now watch more internet news

than watching MSM TV and papers. It is much harder for them to spread the propaganda. Deception has 3 major elements to be

applied by the MSM to earn the desired [nancing from the tech giants. 1. Present their paid for propaganda. Let's face it, the media to

survive depends on the commercials and direct [nnancial support: "This presntation was brought to you by P[zer'. 2. Censor the

message from the internet podcasts. 3. Discredit the oposing mesage as hoax, conspiracy, etc, or cancel the scientist if you cannot

opose discredit him. The expert no longer exists, like dr. Malone.
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I personally believe that the attempted "Ministry of Truth" is a very, very good sign. It means we are winning the narrative war; we are

winning over minds little by little. And we will prevail because once you are awake, you stay awake; because being awake is

asymmetrical to sleeping. mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?r=110..
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Good point. That is in fact a good sign. However, I wonder “what next”? They won’t stop at this.
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Weehen, it may sound counterintuitive, and while I wish this on absolutely nobody, another thought I have is GOOD! Let them

PROVE their foul play! People are going to wake up.
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THE TROOF: Good Called Evil and Evil Good... Even our justice system operates using misinformation, or labels rather than truth... By
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simple labeling the individual a "criminal" or even just labeling their offence, most will never know of the what the accused actually did,

or of what really transpired. If the justice system used truth instead of labels and called the offense what it exactly was, it would be

more digcult for them to draw support for condemning the individual. The People will only know of their label, but there are many

incarcerated that should not be there. The prison system is big business, privatized in most cases.

There are many stories of citizens locked up and doing serious time for minuscule infractions, or accused by so-called anonymous

witnesses, which there's probably more to these witnesses (actors) than currently known... Our system wants you to believe that

everyone behind bars deserves to be there and that THEY make no mistakes or mistakes are extremely rare. Sadly, our justice system

is just another way of THEM thinning the herd and cultivating humans, leaving the passive types needed for their 4th industrial

revolution to pass...
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randolph3377
Joined On 7/21/2012 12:01:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FYI.....Communist China owns Dream Works Studios. Dream Works Studios owns CBS, CNBC, and ABC, Still think the main street

media (MSM) is telling you the truth? No one can be that stupid!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ability of the rich to buy up all corporations is wrong. Why else do furniture manufacturers own food companies, General

Mills a cereal company now owns Blue Buffalo, a dog/cat food company? Of course General Mills changed the formulas for the

food to cheaper ingredients, give them a greater pro[t. Concern for the health of the animals is their last concern. Commercials

say they really love the dogs/cats, if you believe them sorry for your pets. They push kibble, saying it is good!
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John844
Joined On 6/5/2022 2:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jeffrey Katzenberg doesn't look Chinese. Are you sure?
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tannin
Joined On 5/16/2009 4:57:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nina Jankowicz .... EVERY. SINGLE. TIME.
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John844
Joined On 6/5/2022 2:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every Single Time.
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Linda in Alaska
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:25:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank-you. Nice summation.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All mass democracy is really an Oligarchy, including republics; its parties and candidates are selected by Oligarchs to provide the

illusion of choice to the masses. All parties in a mass democracy are socialist (communist), for the bene[t of the Oligarchs, not the

masses! A decent tyranny maybe be far preferable to any democracy, at least to dispel the illusion of choice. Countries and

Government are the problem and were never really designed to protect the masses, so need to be shunned, scraped, and sovereignty

restored to the masses, with cooperation replacing rule. There are probably many more controlled (false) choices in other areas too,

including in "education" and "medicine". Such deception can be much harder to spot than cruder deceptions like "Newspeak" of "1984"

by George Orwell, apparently an agent of the Zionist cabal. Zionism is progressive (heretical) Judaism, is far more corrupt and bad

than Talmud Judaism, and created the abomination called communism.
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loricrystal23gmail.com
Joined On 10/6/2021 12:38:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

give that kid a job
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"However well-intentioned these professionals are, they don’t have special access to the fabric of reality." Overall an excellent article.

Why was this inane quote included? I am sick, sick, sick of attributing good intentions to these founts of evil.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What have you done today--and every day--to make yourself less dependent on the collapsing systems? Have you cooked something

from scratch using the food you produce--maybe a kettle of soup? Have you tended your garden? Foraged wild foods? Cut [rewood for

your stove? Milked a cow/goat or gathered eggs? Tended a hive? Gone [shing? Mended clothing? Cleaned closets and evaluated what

you really need and will wear (hand-me-downs)? (Some embroidery or a colorful stitched pocket to cover a hole/patch or beadwork

will make an old garment new again for another child. If buttons are lost, replace them with a different button of every color in a similar

style.

Red-white-blue. Pink, lavender-purple. Etc.) Worked on a rag rug or quilt to recycle worn fabric? Losing weight or some form of

self-improvement? Reduced your fuel consumption and consolidated necessary trips? Tuned up or repaired a vehicle? (Yes, you can

repaint your old car yourself! But do your homework [rst!) Worked on a construction project, whether as small as a birdhouse or as

large as a house or shed? Re[nished a beautiful antique someone discarded? Ordered a LUCI light or salvaged someone's unwanted

candles? Repaired a bicycle? Preserved herbs? Made natural remedies? Learned a new skill or recipe? Inventoried your saved seed to

plan for second croppings?

Took your children to a library or read to them before bed? None of us can do everything and our needs will vary. However, we should

all be working extra hard at this time and planning ahead. If there are things you cannot do, trade off with friends and neighbors. One

thing that is terri[c for bartering and always in short supply is childcare. Especially consider this if you need the use of a pickup truck

for hauling stuff and do not own one. Times and terms negotiable. When you are raising a garden, remember that you are also raising

children. Some days we all need to pray for more patience than we have.
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-continued-  www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=SAkXs%2bgO&id=C5..  This is a poem we learned as young

children. (Parents--read it with a lot of enthusiasm and facial gestures!) We had a lot of fun learning table manners. "Goops"

were described as very bad characters in a nursery rhyme sort of way. When one child lacked manners, others would admonish

him not to be a "goop". (During times of innocence before bad words were a regular part of the media.) Back when things like

table manners were considered an essential part of a good upbringing. When families still sat down to eat together at a meal.
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM
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“Disinformation and the Erosion of Democracy.” - When the leftwingers use the word democracy they count of us knowing the

traditional idea that is attached to that word. However, it seems to me that when they use the word, what they really meamn by it is a

system in which the non-elites get to vote between two people the One Party has selected. The alleged choice, which is not really a

choice at all, is what ends up being, from our perspective, between the evil candidate and the lesser evil candidate. The results is

always a never-ending drift towrd the Left. After the result, what was considered moderate is then labelled as representing the Right,

and what was the Right before, becomes Far Rightwing extremism to be hated.

Does it get more 1984 than that? It's the slow boiling of the frog because we are constantly told to Live in the Moment. No concern for

the past (don'tr remeber anyhting, they will tell you what you remember, and no concern for the future, they are your Daddy (Bill

Clinton) and are taking care of it, you do not need to conern yourself. This is a nightmare situation. At best we have one, maybe two

generations left to reverse the trend.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Democracy is simply mob rule. 50.1% ruling over and controlling the 49.9%. A Republic is self rule. My how far we have fallen.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Atlantic magazine is a globalist propaganda rag.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once more, the left engages in its favorite pastime - projection. The same left that is forever howling about threats to "our democracy!"

is actively working to undermine it. The idea of people - those dirty, uneducated, horrible people - having a voice in matters utterly

disgusts the left and always has. That the media has dropped all pretense of being anything but a partisan shill machine is not that

unusual. Once you have seen that the emperor is naked, there is no way of being convinced otherwise even though there might be

some trepidation about saying so out loud.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That point has been so obvious for so long too. Especially these past few years, and yet there are so many who refuse to admit

it on the Dem side. Deny and project. Accuse you of what they are actually doing in reality. Classic Marxist and Communism

101.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly! I've mentioned "projection" many times. It's ubiquitous. The mis/disinformation is the most obvious!
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Realize that University of Chicago's Institute of Politics is a sinecure, just a stable the university created for alumnus [alas] David

Axelrod to exist so that he can invite his buddies, like Obummer, to ponti[cate on occasion when Obummer's in Chicago where he's

destroying historic Jackson Park by constructing his towering Obama Foundation sel[e. Obummer, "the great environmentalist", will

surely knock off loads of birds that use this section of the Mississippi Flyway during spring and fall migrations. Heartening to see a

couple of UC [rst year students biting the ankles of "worthies". That's what they're supposed to do. Obummer, Axelrod and assorted ilk

have their hands full guiding Joe the PINO [Joe the President in Name Only]. Obummer wanted a third term. He got his wish.
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Randyfast
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There aren't that many birds left; or [sh, or...Thanks to "progress" and technology, species are dying off at an alarming rate.

Geoengineering is responsible for a large percentage of it.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy I never see sparrows anymore. I haven’t seen them for years. When I was a kid, I saw all kinds of birds, frogs and when

you would go [shing, there was enough for your family and some friends. It seems like everything is dying out
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

C U T  T H E  C O R D!!! I DID IN 2005!! FREEDOM
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melew7676
Joined On 6/7/2022 6:31:40 AM
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Doc, I respect you, especially your work on revealing the truth about vaccines. I have followed you for many years now, and tend to

agree with most of what you have to say. But for you to try and vilify ANY other cable news outlet as misleading or spreading

misinformation, and citing Fox “news” (KNOWN BEST for their pure lies and propaganda) of all places, as though they have any

credibility at all, is both laughable and sad. The reason ultra-conservatives tend to think the “mainstream media leans left” is because

from the ”center” to the “left” are the people with common sense, and that’s who they are speaking to; to the people who believe

everyone should have a chance to live the American Dream, as long as they’re willing to work for it, and that our kids deserve to go to

school w/o worry of being shot to death in their classrooms, and that quality healthcare should be a right for ALL citizens, not a

privilege for a few, and that bodily autonomy is absolutely sacred, whether we are talking about vaccines OR abortions.

You also seem to have forgotten who has propagated the biggest “BIG LIE” in recent history (and continues to try and spread it by

incessantly whining about it to this day, >18 MONTHS after LOSING the most secure, free and fair election in our history!) and that he’s

de[nitely NOT on the Left.

The former guy is the one who has lied (and been caught lying!) nearly every time he’s opened his mouth. Don’t let your personal

opinion obliterate that FACT. I’ve come to expect better from you and this article is disappointing, to say the least.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM
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Jeez I'm British and we used to know America as the land of the free what happened guys its worse now in America than it was in

soviet Russia way back when its pretty obvious to us brits that your government are all bought schills bar one (President Trump) i only

have one message to you 'Wake the *** up' your present administration have not got good intentions for either you or the world, at

present i believe there is only two governments funding the corrupt KM regime in Ukraine and that is USA and FRANCE and France is

about to topple because the people there are aware of what's going on with their government but in America the blindfolds are still on.

its funny that a country that was supposed to be free still had slavery till recently 60's was it not well let me tell you that slavery never

ended it just incorporated all Americans not just the colored race.

Every American regardless of ethnicity religion or gender or age needs to stand up and say No no more lies or deceit no more pitting

one party against another by the way do you remember this We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union,

establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings

of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America. Take back your

rights to freedom but never with violence. and so it is much love to all.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You betcha! There are lawyers out there righting for us right now - the illegal seizure of our freedoms and being mandated like

this administration has done - it's completely unhinged. Throw in crazy gas prices and the destruction of our food sources

thereby raising our food prices - you have to wonder if there's a whole other agenda going on. LOL.. right?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/7/2022 6:42:33 AM
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Didn’t thoroughly read article. I can state that the people [lled still cultivating fear in these moves are the ones listening, watching,

reading way too much news that is nothing more than fear porn. Stop, simply stop. If you have to keep up then i believe reading the

news is the less impactful for most. Do not keep a steady diet of it. And [nd a place that is balanced they are out there.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny you should say that. A few years ago I had to quit the news and live in my own bubble. So while people are me were

preaching gloom and doom, I was going about my business enjoying life. And guess what? Nothing changed, all that back and

forth - and nothing changed in my immediate world, except me - no longer watching the negative nelly news.  Catching glimpses

on here on the Mercola site keeps me alerted. I appreciate that - and then when I go off of here, I go back to my bubble. And you

know what? It's worked pretty well for me :) Unfortunately, this administration is hurting people's pocketbooks - and so many are

in survival mode right now because of the high gas and food prices... and throw in Monkey Pox, of course. I feel we don't have

anyone at the helm of our ship. If they are, they're heading our ship straight into the rocks - the seeable rocks - not an iceburg -

the fricken ROCKS.  Ugh.
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boldgandydancer
Joined On 2/16/2021 4:58:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anybody caught lying, left, right, or independent, needs to do one year in jail and then 1 year of community service, no exceptions. The

Editor in chief of the Atlantic needs to resign, today.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could never build enough jails to hold everyone. And it is a fantasy to think anyone would ever be prosecuted.
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lynp1949
Joined On 7/29/2021 11:15:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As should our UK Prime Minister but he won't , he just alters the rules to suit himself.
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lawyerlisa
Joined On 1/23/2012 2:26:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://youtu.be/Jy0EHlEkLHw  how we were taught to hate the unvaccinated
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Kitera
Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A suggestion - by referendum (or whatever means) the public has a right to know who funds a candidate and the party. This should be

made public throughout the campaign and you start by declaring who is bringing money to the table to start- I don't think the "shy

billionaire" has more rights than anyone else. So every donor's name is published (if you are too shy there are meds from Big Pharma

that will help overcome that anxiety). If you are caught lying - well the seat goes to the next candidate - this could prove problematic

but the issue needs exploring Should there be limits on spending by parties?

An interesting question that could be explored. As our disgraced Canadian ex-Prime Minister Mulroney said when accused of taking

money and changing laws "you dance with the guy that brung you" - I believe a saying from eastern Canada On that issue, you have to

give him points for honesty - or maybe he was just so overwhelmed by the stupidity that he needed to state the obvious. Campaign

[nancing limits are another area that needs to be explored. And do you suppose any party would embrace any of these ideas?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No way, that is like expecting congress to put term limits on itself! If you believe they will, I have a bridge to sell you!
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AllCotton
Joined On 12/18/2007 1:49:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I absolutely agree Kitera that donors who fund a candidate's campaign should be required public information. But that would

give people too much info to make informed decisions (snark) Unfortunately, here in the US, campaign funding was made even

more opaque by the 2010 Supreme Court decision known as Citizen's United which ushered in unlimited campaign funding from

corporations and other entities (which were given the same rights of FREE SPEECH that actual people "supposedly" have) like

Super PACs which successfully hide the money trail.( "Dark Money").

4 out of the 5 justices who voted in favor of this horrible mangling of free speech were on the "conservative" side of the aisle,

with Justice Kennedy being the "swing voter" who voted with the conservatives. Our elections have only gotten more corrupt in

the last decade as a result and with Republicans using these PACs more than Dems. The only reason I point this out is to

underscore that both political parties are guilty of many assaults on our rights in general, but of free speech in particular.

Yes liberals and their media have taken the lead as of late, but this is just another phase in the long arc of history. Like Glen

Greenwald, Matt Taibbi is a journalist of [erce independence and he has a new article on the subject of free speech and how it

has been betrayed by both parties in different ways at diff periods. It's called "Democrats and Republicans Have One Thing in

Common: Both Suck on Free Speech".

taibbi.substack.com/.../democrats-and-republicans-have-one  I love Dr Mercola's website and I've been a member for 15 years

because there is none of more integrity and cutting edge health info than Dr Mercola. (And the wisdom in the comment

section!) But any blaming of one political party over another for the long road to the mess we are in now, which this current

article seems to do, I believe, is taking the eye off the ball of our common enemies: large corporations and the power-hungry

elite
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Two worthwhile interviews...Mark McDonald, MD...rumble.com/.../v14yt38   & Ryan Cole,

MD...drtrozzi.org/2022/06/07/dr-ryan-cole-lipid-nanoparticle-a-gene-is-a-nu..
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

America was founded by Freemasons, under the guise of Christianity, to bring about a New World Order. Her destiny was always to

usher in this Empire. Now that it is here, and coming out of the shadows, America no longer is relevant. She must decrease, so that the

Beast can dominate. The evidence is everywhere, but the Bible itself reveals this truth, if you have discernment to be able to

understand Biblical prophecy. I could spend an hour or so explaining this in detail, but people honestly don’t even care. So I’ll skip to

the conclusion, and save myself an hour. God uses the heavens to reveal signs to us. Solar eclipses in particular. When they occur on a

biblical feast day (appointed times), that is a sign from above for sure!!!

There was a solar eclipse on Aug 21, 2017 - that could be seen from the across the USA, slashing through the country from the bottom

right corner, up to the top left. Another solar eclipse is coming in 2024, that will slash out the USA from the other sidestarting from the

bottom left to the top right of the USA. If you combine them, it places a huge X ACROSS THE USA. Both of these solar eclipses in my

opinion are divine revelation, letting us know that this country is [nished. Some of you know my prediction about Obama ending up

back in the White House. I still stand by that. Call me crazy for now, and when it happens, I’ll be the [rst to remind you that I called it

years in advance!!!
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

America was founded by the losers of Europe from both the top and bottom of the social heap. They brought their soggy egos,

anger and individualism. In European countries there was at least some sense of a social contract and while the ruling elite, the

royalty, were hostile and condescending to the peasants, there was a sense of nobless oblige--remember that from World

History I? Those who came to N. America were not committed to that mentality. They were quite self-serving without any sense

of obligation to others. The religious sects that came here were incredibly totalitarian and, while demanding their own right to

worship as they would, had no tolerance for other groups. The Quakers were the only ones I can think of that had an tolerance or

acceptance of differences.

These groups still supported witch burning which was stopped for only 1 reason--white men became afraid there would not be

enough white women to bear their progeny and this resulted in laws that resulted in the end of such brutality. This was the root

of America. Christianity was the means for creating any social control such that it ever existed. So you can read your Bible but

do not think that others share your beliefs. We may accept you but do not need to agree with you. However, this country further

developed Capitalism which supports totalitarianism, not democracy. And that is why we are on the current trajectory. How 'bout

putting your Bible to the side and studying some history
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, Bummer, Ray! I wonder if his wife, Michael Robinson, will stop wearing dresses and make up next time. They will have

nothing to hide by then.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As in any contract, the bene[t of that contract goes to the writer. The same with the Constitution. It was written by the elite, for

the elite, with a few crumbs thrown in to satisfy the needed armed farmer militia.
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Iloveteatime
Joined On 6/4/2022 1:22:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"So you can read your Bible but do not think that others share your beliefs. We may accept you but do not need to agree with

you...... How 'bout putting your Bible to the side and studying some history" .....Well said Tanya!!!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@tanya I don’t even read the articles most of the time. I come for the comments, because I respect the people here. I don’t think

anyone of us actually share the same beliefs 100%. Having an open discussion with varying opinions bene[ts all of us. I realize

that many people are offended by any topic that is God/Jesus related. I realize that His Word is under attack. I can clearly see

the masses being deceived. I’ve been watching the steady pow of people heading straight over the cliff my whole life, (including

loved ones), and have always felt powerless to help any of them. Very few listen, or care. I’m not here to be popular. I’m here to

get people to think about what’s really important.

I had a NDE many years ago, and it obviously had a huge impact on me. I don’t have time for things that don’t matter. None of us

do. We are all going to die eventually, and need to be prepared when we go. Your comment about me putting down my Bible and

studying history is comical to me. All of the history we are taught turns out to be fabricated, and the Bible prophecy that I’ve

become familiar with reveals to me exactly what’s going on behind the scenes. I don’t have all the answers, and I’m not smart

enough to discern and perceive many things, but I’ve got a few things [gured out: The Bible is indeed God’s Word, and Salvation

can be found within its pages.

Nothing really else matters. Some of us seek truth daily, and some of us bury our heads in the sand. As I get older, I am [guring

out that the only thing that I can depend on for truth is my KJV Bible. I’ve been called a lot of names here recently because my

faith is in that book, instead of trusting _______. In my lowest moment in life though, I picked up a Bible, and found God. So can

you! No priest or religion necessary. People are looking for truth, but don’t realize that Jesus is the way and the truth and the

life! I love them that love me; and those that seek me early shall [nd me. Proverbs 8:17
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John844
Joined On 6/5/2022 2:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These comments are not accurate. The people that founded America were escaping persecution from the Bourgeoisie and de

medici. Freemasonry and it's origins are the anti logos to the logos.  "And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and

between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel."  “Let both grow together until the

harvest: and in the time of harvest I will say to the reapers, Gather ye together [rst the tares, and bind them in bundles to burn

them: but gather the wheat into my barn.”
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Which hisSTORY would you like us to read???
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A short listen but very worthwhile - youtube.com/watch  Cheers, Bev
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do those of us in the US need to read the news in a British paper? Family of late Clinton advisor Mark Middleton block release of

[les relating to his suicide | Daily Mail Online  www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10882101/Family-late-Clinton-advisor-..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It could be the MSM in the US stay as clear as possible of a story that would include the name Epstein. Middleton, as noted in

the British paper, admitted Epstein into the Whitehouse a number of times and is also listed as a passenger on Epstein's Lolita

Express. Another Clinton expose' taken out before it happens?
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otis101
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Subscribe to Gateway Pundit. www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/06/family-clinton-advisor-found-hanging-..
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never would have thought of it, but Raythe4th’s prediction about Obama getting back in does not sound off at all. In fact it seems

obvious. OMG
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toraware
Joined On 3/16/2021 12:23:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why isn't anybody making a stink about - let's start with WATER. Why are they poisoning us with puoride in it? If it were for OUR

bene[t, why not kick in vit A, vitamin B, and other nutrients that are good for us and "fortify our teeth". Why only the poison gets a

pass? IF we could just correct that, other evil forces will fall.
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ONE HEALTH  Globalist Path to a One World Order (21stcenturywire.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8e2046b867880f405f42.. )
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Department of Homeland Security's REAL ID r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001W4d16DtCo9AxAZrZcXk3YPWBanL9uqMw__fobEnqv45wFu..
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Yes, the Fauci/Monkey comment made my day!!!!
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I’ve been craving bananas. I wonder if I have MonkeyPox
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Hahahah! Thanks for the laugh. That's great!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nope, it's all just monkey business.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just make sure your bananas are green(ish), amylose, starch resistant, and you'll be OK, and be able to swing from tree to tree

just like Tarzan and all his healthy simian friends. www.livestrong.com/.../465067-high-amylose-foods  Paragraph #9.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM
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Anything Goes—music by Cole Porter. The story of today.
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M.H.Deal
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Good authors too who once knew better words now only use four letter words writing prose, Anything Goes.....
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Comment about what we should be doing while you can, because that will end soon. Merck and DARPA have tech that that will silence

most of the world in a matter of days while we prattle about [ring our politicians. This is just another echo chamber, albeit more

palatable. We had our chance in 2020 and we sat home while our 'leaders' begged the SCOTUS to save us. We are a sick, obese,

befuddled society and the outrage is faux at best in light of the non evidence of any resulting action. Our forefathers starved and

suffered to make their ideals become reality. 300+ years later we can't get our hand out of the bag of Cheetos long enough to shut off

the tell-a-vision. This nation crossed the line decades ago, We are in rigor mortis. A lot of dead movement.
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The fact that we are aware of the evils, talking about it, gives me hope. once people wake up to the truth, they can will start

acting.
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Liberalism needs to be stomped out permanently by any means possible...
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gee, thanks a lot. SOunds like the way the N**zi's spoke of the Jews. Just exactly. Please consider what you are saying and

doing. Life has a purpose, and it is important that we live and honor its deep purpose.
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Libertarians today started out in the late 18th century as being known as liberals. In the 1930s, socialist activists like Norman

Thomas et al prescribed to the idea that no one would vote for a socialist, so they hijacked the name "liberal", and it has stuck

ever since. Today's (L)libertarians are sometimes historically referred to as "classical or old school liberals".

www.hoover.org/.../milton-friedman-old-school-liberalism   ~~~ www.thoughtco.com/classical-liberalism-de[nition-4774941
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, truly appreciating your mission of truth telling, and really respecting your spine and mission of concern, I offer some

friendly input about politicizing the issues at hand between red and blue, liberal vs conservative. While some Conservatives thankfully

are speaking out and upholding liberties, where is the proof that the issues at hand actually come from the Liberals? America is

already divided. Please let us not divide even further. "A House that is divided against itself cannot stand" said Old Abe beautifully. I

suggest that instead of looking to party lines, red vs blue, etc that people in general (you already do this Dr Mercola, thank you) check

the Congressional voting record of each person in question, having [rst read the texts of bills http://www.thomas.gov  Vote, write and

voice in regarding the actions and background information of individuals in public ogce, not regarding party lines or red vs blue, liberal

vs conservative, etc. Become a Constitutionalist instead of a Democrat, Republican, Independent or whatever else. Vote according to

the Constitution and the walking of an individual's feet instead of where his/her mouth talks. When people do this, we will have a

different America. Thank you all.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i agree. Vote for those who stand for The Constitution and their voting record says they do. Also become a Federalistbelieve

and stand for state rights period.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a major paw in the current elections process. The primaries are a major concern. GA, once again, has fallen into the

grips of Democrat party corruption. Abrams got her Democratic voters to go out and vote for Kemp. This is because she is

running uncontested in the democratic primary and she thinks she has a better chance at beating Kemp than Perdue. Some

states have laws against this. I'm not sure about GA. With that said, I agree to dropping party agliations and vote for

constitutionalist. The problem with that is that I can count on one hand, in my lifetime, where we had at least one presidential

nominee that was a constitutionalist.

Several times I've had to chose between 2 nominees that neither were constitutionalist (Obama's 2nd Term). GA has to choose

between Kemp and Abrams in Nov. and neither are constitutionalist, IMO. Perdue, like him or not, was a constitutionalist and

that's why Trump endorsed him. So there should be the option of choosing "NONE OF THE ABOVE". Where to go after that would

be left up to congress, I suppose. Something needs to be done. When the best the Democrats have to offer are 75+ year

old/corrupt politicians and the best the Republicans can offer is washed up TV celebrities we are DOOMED!
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hov8917
Joined On 3/17/2015 3:13:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Old Abe was quoting a passage from the scriptures where Yahushua made that statement in (Matthew 12:25; Mark 3:25; Luke

11:17). I like to get along as much as it possible, but from my observations the liberal left is nuts. And, I feel that we should stop

talking about covid and monkey pox and instead get to work on [nding a cure for liberalism and fast before they destroy the

entire world.
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hov, liberalism is a PROGRESSIVE mental illness. Sorry, but you just can't [x stupid.
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mirandola
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THank you for all your responses! **NOthingsound** we are on teh same page, and thanks for underscoring! **JamNJIm** you

said several important things here. Please see what I posted to my thread about election fraud, the article I linked is terribly

important. Thank you all for taking a moment to read it and see my comments, based on the work of the author who is an

election reform authority par excellence. **Hov8917** I didn't know that about the biblical sources, thank you for bringing that

forward.

Very interesting! **Brianallen** and *Hov8917** I respect what you both have been putting in to this forum. In this area, while I

do notice that the Conservatives are the ones speaking up for civil liberties currently and your concerns are understood and

also, hereby underscored, what I do not like is the tone about almost a racial hatred (Sorry to say it that strongly). Do you know?

During the 9-11 era, I checked the Congressional voting record at large: The Republicans/Conservatives voted solidly FOR The

torture bill, while the Democrats/Liberals voted just as solidly AGAINST it.

I am in fact pleasantly surprised to see that the Repubs are now calling for the perservation of our civil liberties...and that is,

some of them, not all of them. But please once again, let's not get into division, it is so wrong and creates ill sociodynamics. You

both post very intelligently and say really important things which I have truly respected. Thank you for considering, and all best

wishes. :-)
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karacolman
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Easy pickins,if you question authority,without left or right, looking in the whole of the yin/yang,the maya of two sides on one coin..They

can`t survive without attacking each other.For truth will never work without the grace of GOD,and those who don`t believe there`s a

Creator,already have missed the ship.The power pigs,thinking they`re in control,wile their useless eaters take the beating for the

dogma "cat`s",and all the money that they gather,will be gone the moment they die,penny less...Pay attention now and it wont cost you

later..."That which Mercy can`t Rehabilitate---Justice will eventually Annihilate" Ya Ya...
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I have one request to make of God, to be there to see their faces on Judgement Day.
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@Dordee - and my request is to be the right-hand assistant meting out what they deserve.
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All Warfare Is Based on Deception At this point, it should be clear to everyone that we are at war, albeit undeclared, and as noted by
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Sun Tzu in “The Art of War,” all warfare is based on deception. This is why we’re constantly being bombarded with the idea that truth

tellers are lying, and that liars are telling the truth. Amazing.......after millions slaughtered in Wars all over earth....and 65% the War

Casualty list are children under 12...
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Just in Vietnam-Laos USA war games....over 7 million people were slaughtered ...and about 56k americans.....in the name of

"Peace&Freedom"....of the 7 million....the majority were kids....bombed by Napalm incendiary devices or millions of bomblets

dropped by the USA, and many are still active today, killing people .....Yeah..."Peace&Freedom" more USA propaganda the

'newspapers and TV puked out on the Americans and this was in the 1960s and people 'Ate it up'  bragging Americans "We are

FREE!!!""" 'We are the Greatest" << MORE bullsh!t..still banned from freely travelling to Cuba. ...and a few other places.... Face it

USA....YOU have been HAD!!!!
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But! But! But what about "God Bless America"???
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Oh yeah.........lets see.............USA NUKED Japan....evaporating 1/2 million PEOPLE, for Peace&Freedom....millions more in the

Korean War.....we can go back to wounded knee where the US Calvary slaughtered 500 FirstNation People for "Peace&Freedom"

......or WACO..US Military , in COLD BLOOD....MURDERED men women and kids in their own living quarters......WACO

Rexas......Or in Ruby Ridge where the USMilitary , IN COLD BLOOD , murdered Rady Weaver Wife, baby and 14 yo boy...why....??

they wanted to serve a warrant on Randy Weaver ....who wasn't there at the time.......so they go in and MURDER his

family.....yeah..Peace and Freedom......more US Newsmedias Bullsh!t..oh we could go back to WW! and WWII where the USA

was out slaughtering in the name of "Peace&Freedom".and your TV_Newspapers PUMPED out LIE after LIE about Germany and

Russia and dozens of other places..just so the US Military get to go Bomb and Slaughter for "P&F" ...but millions just sit back

and gloat "we are Free"- Meantime you US military was out Nuking Afghanistan with Bunker-Buster Bombs in the

mountains...but actually the Bunker-Buster Bombs were secfreatly used as a mining device because they located larg deposits

of Lithium...

and the easiest was to NUKE...but the Military called them Bunker-Buster Bombs so americans again were LIED TO....... Hell

could write books about the US Militay slaughtereing , raping ,pillaging plundering....murdering..raping children...on and on....
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Yeah.........well...maybe its PayBack Time for all the sh!t Americans have done over the last 250 years of organized Killing

...screaming "In GodWeTrust" ....what a crock of sh!t...... (is that G_d) ..... “The Art of War,” <<<<
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Or we could pop over the Kent State........where the USMilitary MURDERED Students..........and terrorized unknown more....for

"P&F" ...to keep 'Law&Odour' oh but thats forgotten.........now its 'Roll Up Dem Sleeves'..we are gonna kill ya with you own

permission...LOL.....we don't need Dr Kevorkian...we have Fauci and the WHO ... <>>  en.wikipedia.org/.../Jack_Kevorkian   <<>>>

Yeah..what do they call this?? Progress....0
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yeah, Brianallen1....more like " G_d Molest America" ... Yeah.maybe have Russia or |China or Japan bomb the USA for a decade

like the USA did to Laos and Vietnam....excuse was "get the damn Commies" calling the Vietnam people" VietCong"  or other

nasty names. As the US Military Rape Kids and pillage and plunder.loot and distroy hundreds of villages like My Mai >>>

 www.history.com/this-day-in-history/my-lai-massacre-takes-place-in-vie..   <<>>> or<<<>>> mostly Incited by the USA-CIA >>>

 en.wikipedia.org/.../List_of_massacres_in_South_Korea  <<>>> this lovely CIA sponsored person <>>>supplied and paid for by

YOUR tax money.....>>> www.britannica.com/.../Pol-Pot  And these are just a few of the known incidents....there are hundreds

more.......even in the USA as the US GanglandKillers AKA Military.. slaughtered off millions of FiratNations Peoples.... American

Natives...nearly eradicated by True-Blue Americans...for Peace&Freedom??? In My Opinion.....Its about

time.....PayBackTime........
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FACT: Liberalism (baby communism) can not succeed unless they lie, cheat and steal on a GRAND SCALE.   It's SHOCKING how

gullible AND perverted all of you "woke" are.
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aclark
Joined On 5/13/2010 8:29:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This health web site has devolved into a political forum. Because you cannot concentrate solely on health articles I have no choice but

to stop buying your products - and I've bought a lot. No more..
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man8850
Joined On 5/26/2021 10:36:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Dr. Mercola, Well what do you expect? Another name for Truth is Jesus Christ. And do people give Jesus proper homage and

attention? Answer...No!
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Boo Hiss for ths articles own narrow mindedness and bias. The GOP/right wing is noted for its prejudices, biases and disinformation.

Not justifying the Dems but refuse to see them singles out as "the culprit" when right wing nut jobs have ruled the air with blatant lies

and bigotry. How many times has Fox News brought right wing military/CIA/FBI people on air in the role of 'reporter' in order to push a

particular point of view without revealing their real role. So if you want to talk about propaganda, Mass Formation psychology,

disinformation I am all for it. But lets be clear that right wing people are pretty ignorant of history and prejudice and have a tendency to

not discuss but to scream and refuse to even try to utter a coherent sentence to may their point.

Too many of these 'discussions' in my life not to see this. One group recently joined with the intent to work in coalition on the

mandates and covid issue turned into a cover for a right wing organizing venture to pull people into a political scheme to push

theocratic takeovers of school boards! Sorry but this is disinformation and deception. I listened to a woman who sells herself as a

minister spout the most insane bunch of emotional bigotry and blatant lies. The audience was practically out of their seat supporting

this emotionally charged bigotry.

This country is not, and never was a theocratic State. As history tells us it began with many people leaving such countries and seeking

freedom to believe and freedom of speech. These right wingers seem to have totally distorted history to claim it was their freedom for

their religion but on one else's! So while we want to oppose the Ministry of Truth from controlling us let us start to realize that the

tactic of censorship has applied to everyone. And one of the biggest tactics is to keep people divided and not talking with each other.

Racism continues, in part, because white people do not talk meaningfully with People of Color.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like you are prejudiced against white people. Are you a troll? Sounds like you’re against everything that’s right. The

races got along just [ne until Obama came along. He started the racial divide. He has an agenda and he’s the one in charge of

what Biden does. I knew that when he became president, that was the beginning of the end of the world as we know it. He’s a

homosexual married to a transgender Big Mike. So it wasn’t white people that started this, it was the [rst black president.
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People with privilege are ignorant of the lives of those who have been denied the same access to services/jobs/housing/etc.

People are unwilling to talk with those who hold guns to understand what gun ownership may mean to them. People who have

pro[ted [nancially have no idea what it is like to struggle to just get by on minimum wage jobs. But the fear and judgements

pow easily. This article is based on some of the consequences of this kind of biased and bigoted thinking and it keeps

promoting the Us vs Them mentality. It would be much more realistic, fair and productive to focus on what is being done than

spending emotional capital on name calling.
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tallulah3--you are the case in point. Obama did not create racism. This country was founded on it! How about learning some

real history.  Of course you will have to deal with your white fragility and be willing to face the nefarious doings of the founders

of this country--like when they kidnapped millions of Black Africans and enslaved them for centuries! Your forebears may have

been voluntary immigrants but theirs were not. And that has made all the difference in personal experiences. My bias is against

ignorance and those who refuse to study and learn from history. It seems you might be one of them!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, tallulah3. The fact that the poster writes "white people do not talk meaningfully with people of color" is inaccurate,

stereotyping and a divisive, racist remark in itself. Oh, and I didn't realize "people of color" is to be capitalized. Must be the

politically correct form.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Black people in Africa sold their own people into slavery. I think you have a problem with anger. I don’t hate other races. I think

you do. I’m done with this conversation with you. No point in going on. You need to [nd some happiness in your life
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Brian.
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Iloveteatime
Joined On 6/4/2022 1:22:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Talullah, how old are you exactly? Because any adult with common sense knows that the racial divide existed long before

Obama ever arrived on the scene. And yes your previous comment did read racist (although you claim not to be), so you may

want to re read what you posted earlier.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tanya Marquette, you need to get yourself a back yard chicken pock and maybe pick up a gratitude journal.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have not been denied N E thing. There are opp0rtunities up the ying yang for anybody. You just want to blame the "powers

that be." So what if something happened 400 years ago? I could tell you volumes about my upbringing, abuse so much in so

many ways, etc. But guess what, forgive, give, and move on. I could say it was because I was a dark skinned person, or a white

kid, or so many other things, but I am a white gal who had a TERRIBLE upbringing. I do not feel sorry for myself. I don't blame

anybody as you seem to want to blame what happened to your (questionable) ancestors.  Get over it, move on, be happy. As

Abraham Lincoln once wisely said, "Most folks are as happy as they make up their minds to be."
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While this is nothing new and beyond disturbing, I am concerned that the article is so biased against liberals and Democrats, as if

Republicans aren't even more devious, well funded and beholden to corporate interests.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once a man/woman becomes a politician, they seem to become corrupt, accepting $$$ to get elected. Then they are hooked,

need that support to stay in ogce all their lives, get all the perks that come with it and become a millionaire themselves, able to

inpuence politics. Round and round the story goes.
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Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gaylezpc too bad for you. Have you ever thought that the repubs think that way about you? If you think that your bling on this

blog is going to change a conservative mind, you are sorely mistaken. Might as well ask me to become Buddhist. Open

mindedness is [ne for a time but then a person has to make a decision . . . Shame on you for not being more open minded. And

may I ask, why are you here. To lecture? Don't forget that the [rst republican was Abraham Lincoln. You got an ax to grind with

him?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did it ever occur to you that liberals and Democrats could be on on the wrong track and doing lots of damage?
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ste4840
Joined On 10/13/2017 10:27:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Again, what does this article have to do with Taking Control Of My HeLth? Is this newsletter about health or politics?
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Sometimes, ste4840, they are one in the same. . . that's why my husband is deceased.
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docgibbs
Joined On 9/7/2013 8:33:12 AM
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Think about it: What did the "Disinformation Experts" do to the man writing articles to help you "Take Control of Your Health"?

The president (Biden) publicly put him on his exclusive list of the top disinformation sources? Our president and his corrupt

media partners censored him, deplatformed him, lied about him, and caused millions to distrust his time-tested and even

life-saving advice. This is an important article about how our government is working against us "taking control of our health" by

silencing those like Dr. Mercola, who offer to help us.
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It's about the politics of health.....
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tallulah3
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It has everything to do with health, freedom and not giving in to the corrupt reptilian brained creeps that want to kill everyone.

It’s about life. Can’t you see that? It is about health. If you don’t like it why are you here?
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brianallen1
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The politics of health, personal survival and the survival of our society and the entire world.
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Iloveteatime
Joined On 6/4/2022 1:22:33 PM
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It's sadly been about both for the last few years. And if you raise this issue here even just a little, you will either be ignored,

attacked or your comments will be deleted and account eventually banned. Very rarely will you be able to actually read anyone's

comments who may share your same concern. So much for freedom of speech. Censorship is alive and well everywhere these

days.
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ste4840, both and neither, take what you like and leave the rest.
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I am suprised that this site went from health to political agenda's like fake fox news and right wing antics. This site has become an

embarrassment.
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then please leave the site. Use your brain to glean what you can and leave the rest behind. Nobody will care that you leave

except your own ego. Might get bruised a bit. You see, you are sooooo right like everyone else. As for me, not so much.
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I’m sure Dr. Mercola would prefer not to veer into politics, but he and the other “disinformation dozen” were dragged into having

to take a “stance” or effectively be silenced and go away. I’m very glad courage and the effort to open eyes to reality prevailed.

How can anyone guard their health if the very information to do so is censored and labeled “disinformation “?
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Fake fox news and right wing antics are mostly exposing truths. You are welcome to park your brain in front of CNN all day

instead of whining here.
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Health is political or hadn't you noticed.
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